Daddy's Girl
Daddy’s Girl is a Christian dating card game for women who want to ask the right questions
when in the dating arena! Each question is labeled by comfort level. This lets you know which
question to ask, for example, on the first date versus which questions to ask on the third date.
These pointed questions are great ice-breakers. All the same, they are the very questions that
a father would ask!

Comfort Levels
Comfort Level One: Ask these questions the first week and while on the first date. Don't ask
questions just to ask them. Use your date's answers to determine whether you will continue
talking with him or not. Remember, the goal isn't just to have fun; the ultimate goal is to guard
your heart from any man who does not have God's heart for you!
Comfort Level Two: Ask these questions in week two, and/or on your second date.
Comfort Level Three: These questions are rather personal, but it is important that you know
if the person you're engaging with is healthy enough to build a strong foundation that could
potentially lead to a strong marriage.

Additional Notes
One way to play Daddy's Girl is by simply bringing the cards with you on your date. While on
the date, place the cards on a table or any other flat surface. Have your date to draw a card,
and then answer it. You can separate the cards into three stacks, which (of course) are:
Comfort Level One, Comfort Level Two and Comfort Level Three. You can either present the
level for the week that you're on, or you can place all three decks on the table and let him

choose which deck he wants to pull from. Keep in mind that you must guard your heart,
meaning, don't get too personal too soon!

